


P04 steel casing.
Thickness between 0.5 and 0.7 mm.

Multilevel seals.

Filter media 140 g/m2.
Permeability 580 l/m2 sec.

Helical crimping.
Hinex system inner pipe.

Front seal. Thermal
resistance of 120°C to -35°C.

DD13 threaded steel base plate.
Thickness between 3 and 7 mm.
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OIL FILTER



CAPACITY FOR UP TO 13 GRAMMES*

Can hold up to 13 grammes of contaminants, protecting the engine.

HIGH COVERAGE (98% OF VEHICLES)

Compatibility with European, American, and Asian vehicles ensures that it can
be used in most contemporary vehicle types.

Optimal scrubbing of impurities from lubricants extends durability and heightens
output of the engine.
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Oil filters by RIDEX are conceived to remove undesirable particles while
minimising the impact on flow. Clever design and durable metallic housing
provide RIDEX oil filters with protection from varying oil pressure and outside
influences.

ATTRIBUTES &
ADVANTAGES
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At Ridex’s Berlin headquarters, we design and build car parts that match the
exact fit and function of the vehicle’s factory-fitted parts. The extensive research
carried out by our engineering department allows us to manufacture the most
in-demand parts for European, American, and Asian cars.

LEXUS

SKODAHYUNDAI

BMW

TOYOTA

VOLKSWAGEN

KIA 

SEATPORSCHE

OIL FILTERS FOR TOP
CAR BRANDS
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The complete RIDEX product in its original packaging.

YEAR
GUARANTEE

THE RIDEX GUARANTEE
RIDEX guarantees that every part in its range is produced
using high-quality materials which comply with technical
requirements and original equipment (OE) standards.

With the purchase of any RIDEX product, RIDEX grants the
consumer а limited 2-year guarantee from the date of
installation, during which time RIDEX agrees to examine,
repair and/or replace the purchased spare parts. 

The consumer should examine the RIDEX product thoroughly upon purchase or
delivery. If they find the RIDEX product to be defective or flawed, they must
submit a guarantee claim to the RIDEX product dealer they purchased the
product from. 

ТНЕ CONSUMER SHOULD PROVIDE ТНЕ FOLLOWING
WHEN THEY MAKE A CLAIM:

THE GUARANTEE DOES NOT COVER OR MAY
BE VOID IN CASES WHERE:

А detailed description of the defect/flaw with the date of installation and
а document proving the mileage of the vehicle at the time the fault was
discovered.

Proof of purchase/payment receipt.

1. RIDEX products are damaged due to incorrect installation bу the consumer
or а third party. 2. RIDEX products are modified or altered by the consumer or
a third party. 3. The consumer purchased and installed a RIDEX spare part that 
was not compatible with their vehicle. 4. RIDEX products are used inappropria-
tely or are used for functions other than their intended purpose. 5. RIDEX 
products are used in a manner that does not comply with the requirements and
recommendations provided bу the manufacturer of the spare part and/or the 
car manufacturer.


